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SPINE:

EVOLUTION OF THE CONCEPT

Since its clinical introduction in 1979, the

percutaneous approach to the intervertebral

space for percutaneous nucleotomy has given

rise to a stepwise growing concept for the treat-
ment of different forms of lumbar disc affections.

Previously, in 1975, Hijikata2 in Japan had
described for the first time a minimally invasive
alternative for the treatment of lumbar disc

herniation and reported his experience in 1978

at the SICOT meeting in Kyoto. Thus, the

method found its way to Zurich, where Sehreiber

and Suezawa gained the first clinical experience

showing the practicality of the method.

The original procedure, performed from
one side with small calibrated cannulas, had

some difficulty in achieving sufficient decom-

pression in the posterior range of the interverte-

bral discs. Thus, a biportal approach using
larger—sized 6-mrn cannulas was clinically intro-
duced in 1980 and 1981. In 1982, after further

modifications of the instrumentation, for the

first time the complementary introduction of a
modified arthroscoPe became possible with
immediate visual control of the intradiscal ma-

nipulations.‘6 By this useful complement and
some further instrumental improvements, the

range of applications of percutaneous nucleot-

omy with discosmpy became standardized for
various forms of subligarnentary disc hernia-
tions.15 For decompressive indications, since

1989 percutaneous laser nuclear photoablationi
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under discoscopic control has been available, with further reduction in perioperative
morbidity in the treatment of contained disc herniations. For foraminal and extra-

foraminal sequestrated herniations, the new technique of percutaneous foraminos—
copy with an adapted working-scope, under clinical investigation since 1991, seems
to enlarge further the range of percutaneous treatment of disc herniations.

Already after only a few years of experience, the percutaneous approach with
discoscopy has shown its minimal aggressivity against the musculoligamentary
apparatus in the treatment of disc herniations. So, it is understandable why this
approach was considered for use also in the treatment of segmental instability.13
After specific adaption of percutaneous shaver systems for more radical removal
of disc tissue in 1986, in 1987 the technique of autologous intervertebral bone
grafting for the treatment of monosegmental lumbar instability showed us the
applicability of transcannular bone impaction to the intervertebral space. At that
time, the use of coaxial shavers and curettes did not yet permit the preparation of
vertebral plates sufficiently to allow solid bony ingrowth. So, in this preliminary
series of 5 patients, a considerable reabsorption of the autologous “spacer" was
documented after 1 year with reappearance of clinical symptoms in most cases.
Specially adapted instruments had to be designed for sufficiently deep preparation
of the often rather sclerotic adjacent vertebral plates. In addition to the intervertebral
preparation, the need for sufficient postoperative stabilization also had to be
considered. To this end, we introduced the percutaneous AO-external pedicular
fixator10 that we had used since 1985 for special traumatologic purposes. In addition
to its function for postoperative stabilization of the fused segment, this versatile tool
also was found to be useful in preoperative selection of an instable lumbar segment.
Thus, since 1988, a series of over 35 patients has been treated with this technique
of percutaneous lumbar interbody fusion under discoscopic control.

INDICATIONS FOR PERCUTANEOUS INTERBODY FUSION

The indications for this percutaneous interbody fusion technique are:
l. monosegmental instabilities of degenerative origin, in cases with spondy—

lolysis or after previous back surgery, or
2. mild, nonerosive forms of (post)-inflammatory segment collapse.

In any case, free epidural sequesters still remain excluded for this technique. So,
whenever transligarnentary extrusion of disc tissue is suspected, the preoperative
screening should include a contrast discomanometric study5 with complementary
discoscan. Minor foraminal stenosis in the presence of degenerative protrusion in
degenerative instability is not a basic contraindication. The discogenous thrust in
this case is reduced by the percutaneous subligamentary discharge, and the
foramina are somewhat enlarged by the segmental distraction. This release is
already obtained and clinically checked with the preoperatively applied external
pedicular external fixation device (see below).8

The screening of segmental instability for Operative therapy remains one of
the most challenging tasks besides the selection of the appmpriate surgical
technique. In addition to the patient’s history and clinical findings, the native
radiograph showing segmental interbody narrowing with increased range of
motion in the functional radiographs gives the first characteristic patterns. Also in
these cases, conservative therapies with active lumbar stabilization, eventually
with complementary elastic lumbar bandage, should be attempted first for at least
6 to 8 weeks. If there is insufficient effect, a more rigid external fixation with a
temporary cast brace is applied for at least 2 weeks. When stabilization is
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successful, then a percutaneous external pedicular fixator .is mounted. This has to
confirm the relevant clinical effects of the monosegmental stabilization with

additional segmental distraction and, when necessary, interbody realignment.
When under this condition and with functional loading of the patient, quantitative

relief of symptoms is obtained, the percutaneous interbody fusion is indicated. So,
for this second step, we preserve the successful interbody position by means of the
external pedicular fixation during the percutaneous interbody fusion as well as for
the time of primary postoperative bone healing.

Placement of the External Pedicular Fixator

In the practical procedure, as the first step of percutaneous interbody fusion,
the external pedicular fixator is put in place under general anesthesia. The patient
is in an orthogonal prone position, and the landmarks are inked on the skin under
fluoroscopic control. As the optimal entry point, a position some 1.5 to 2 cm
laterally of the pedicle’s dermal epicentrum, visible as the pedicular “eye,” is most
suitable for sufficient convergence of the Schanz Screws. For optimal selection of

the entry points in the craniocaudal dimension, the fluoroscope is oriented
following the lordosis of the upper vertebral plate of the respective vertebral body.
Slight corrections may be calculated following the desired correction of the
lordosis between the two adjacent vertebrae.

When this point is defined, a craniocaudal skin incision 1 cm long is 'made
here. Next, the pedicular trocar with its sleeve-cannula is positioned penetrating
the soft tissue down to the lateral edge of the pedicular “eye” under antemposterior

(AP) fluoroscopic control. The craniocaudal orientation is checked as well in
fluoroscopy. With the trocar, a bone mark is applied and the sleeve—cannula is
slightly impacted into the bone. Next, the tr'ocar is retracted and the pedicle is
drilled slowly with a 3.5-mm drill down to the transition into the vertebral body,
under lateral fluoroscopic projection. In the AP View, at this point, the drill tip
must not come medially of the medial border of the pedicle’s “eye.” Correct

intrapedicular positioning of the drill can also be felt by the hands due to the low
resistance of the intrapedicular spongious bone.

While the sleeve—cannula is held in place, the drill is retracted and replaced

by a 5-mm Schanz screw, which is gently screwed in manually (Fig. 1) under
stepwise lateral fluoroscopic control. With the aimed convergency of 10 to 15° ,
the tip of the screws should be targeted near the midsagittal plane, so they can
be screwed down to about S-mm from the anterior wall of the vertebral body.

This procedure is performed at each of the four pedicular sites. A final axial
fluoroscopic View is made to check the correct position of every Schanz screw
in the “eye” of the pedicle (Fig. 2). The external fixator is then mounted on the
Sehanz screws, allowing the desired correction of lordosis and intervertebral
distraction.

When necessary, a minor spondylolisthesis can be stepwise reduced by

means of a complementary adapted spindle device (Fig. 3) that pushes the
distal vertebra forward in relation to the overlying vertebra. Intraoperatively,

we strive for optimal interbody distraction and/or realignment, as much as

possible without excessive reductional stress. With this interbody correction, the
patient is mobilized the same day without any restriction of physical activity.
In the following 2 to 3 days, whenever necessary, the effect of the external
fixator can further be modified until the patient’s most comfortable correction
is obtained.
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